Parent Guide: Earth, Outside, Bubbles, and Chalk
1. Bubble Solution and Wand Experiment
2. Earth Bubble Wreath Craft
3. Add-On Activities

1. Make Your Own Bubble Solution
Gather your ingredients, head outside, get messy, and have some fun!

Supplies Needed:
- water (1 cup)
- dish detergent (1 tablespoon)
- white Karo syrup or glycerin (3/4 tablespoon)
- various items for experimental bubble "wands" (shoestring, straw, cookie cutter)

Join us on our Facebook page for instructions!

2. Earth Bubble Wreath Craft
The earth is worth protecting, because it's our home!
Make a simple paper-bubble wreath and hang it up to remind yourself to take care of the earth daily.

Supplies Needed:
- paper plate or cardboard (for base)
- blue, green, and brown construction paper
- glue, scissors, markers

3. Add On Activities
Paint Outside With Water
Use old brushes and rollers and let kids have at it! Try adding food coloring, or draw on the sidewalk with chalk and then "paint" over it. What happens?

Chalk Hop
Use chalk to make 26 squares or circles fairly close to one another and write a letter of the alphabet in each. For kids just learning their alphabet, call out letters to hop from one to another. For kids who are able to spell, call out words to spell and have them hop using one or two feet from one letter to another. Alternate option: use the bubble solution from above to blow bubbles. Trace a chalk circle around where your bubbles pop - see what shapes your drawings make, or hop from circle to circle!